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OUR
PERSPECTIVE
OF TIME
WHY ARE WATCHES SO POPULAR TODAY?
It’s hard to determine, really. After all, time is all around us, all the time. Every
single piece of electronics, every gadget, has a time display.
Once you grow up and start your adult life, you soon realize there is no substitute
for having a watch on your wrist. A cell phone might have sufficed when you were
a teenager or in college, but once you are in the work-a-day world, it’s inconvenient
and often rude to pull out your cell phone to check the time. A watch on your wrist
is much more subtle and discreet.
At the same time, however, a watch can help delineate your personality in a way
that a cell phone cannot. Just about everyone today carries a smart phone, so
there is no element of differentiation there.
But the watch you wear says who you are and what you value. If you wear
a heavy-duty sports watch, with impressive watch resistance and packed with
features, you are a person of action. A thin, classic watch says something
completely different. A sophisticated world time or perpetual calendar
something else again.
And with all the brands available on the market today, the choices are limitless.
In this year’s Collector, we are endeavoring to help you navigate through the maze
of brands and watches to find the one perfect for you or for a holiday gift.
Enjoy!
Keith W. Strandberg, Editor-in-Chief

Girard-Perregaux
Tourbillon with
Three Gold Bridges
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Piaget Emperador
Coussin Automatic
Tourbillon exploded view,
this page, and front view,
right-hand page.
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GETTING
COMPLICATED
Your Guide to the
Best of the Best
WHEN YOU HEAR SOMEONE SAY THE WORD “COMPLICATIONS,”
it’s never a good thing. But in watch parlance, a complication is an interesting aspect
of a timepiece that makes it more useful, cooler and definitely more valuable.
By definition, a complication is anything more than the normal display of time
(three hands: hours, minutes and seconds). So, for example, at its simplest, a date
display or a small second sub-dial is considered a complication. Any complication
makes a watch more difficult to manufacture, because they all have to draw
stored power from the movement and work flawlessly while the watch continues
to do its main job -- to tell the time precisely.
Here’s a quick and easy guide to today’s top complications.
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CHRONOGRAPH

This is a watch that allows for the independent
timing of an event. Usually, a chronograph has
two pushers on the side of the case to activate,
stop and return the chronograph hands. Most
chronographs have sub-dials that measure the
minutes and hours.
Pictured here is the Montblanc Villeret 1858
ExoTourbillon Chronographe, an intriguing
tourbillon paired with the chronograph function, all
controlled through the monopusher crown.

PERPETUAL CALENDAR

This is the ultimate calendar because it knows how
long each year is, no matter if it is a leap year or not.
Keep a perpetual calendar running and you won’t
have to reset it until the year 2100 or later.
The Franck Muller Aeternitas Mega 4 has a
perpetual secular calendar built in, as well as a
tourbillon, a chronograph, multiple time zones and
many more complications (a total of 36!).
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MOON PHASE

These watches have a rotating disk that shows
the phases of the moon (full, half, crescent, etc.).
Many brands are experimenting with different ways
of showing the moon, like the Bovet Miss Alexandra
Tourbillon Moon Phase and the Ulysse Nardin
Moonstruck shown here.
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DUAL TIME/GMT/WORLD TIME

This timepiece displays two (or more) time zones
simultaneously, with a GMT hand that points to the second
time zone, a separate sub-dial for the second time zone or
a city ring that indicates the 24 different world time zones.
The Ball Trainmaster Worldtime Chronograph is the
ultimate traveler’s watch with the world time at a glance, as
well as the very useful chronograph function.

TOURBILLON

A device that is designed to counteract the effects of
gravity on the movement’s balance, thereby increasing
the movement’s accuracy, a tourbillon features a small
cage that holds the balance and the escapement, and
the cage turns independently of the watch, usually at
a constant rate of once per minute. The tourbillon,
which means “whirlwind” in French, is one of the
watchmaking art’s most involved and elegant
complications.
Pictured here are tourbillons from Jaeger-LeCoultre
and Girard-Perregaux, the Master Grande Tradition
Gyrotourbillon 3 Jubilee and the Tourbillon with
Three Gold Bridges respectively, excellent examples
of how the tourbillon can be interpreted for today’s
watch lover.
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GRAND COMPLICATION

A Grand Complication is a watch that combines
several high complications. The Sky Moon
Ref. 6002 from Patek Philippe has 12
complications, a total of 686 parts and is
currently the most complicated watch that
Patek Philippe makes. Retail price? 1.2 million
Swiss Francs (just over $1.3 million).

Complications make watches more
interesting. Sure, we all love the
elegant simplicity of a three-hand
watch, but there’s nothing like
the melodious chime of a Minute
Repeater, the spinning magic of
the tourbillon or the truly useful
display of a GMT.
So, next time you are in the watch
store, don’t shy away from the
timepieces that seem a little too
“complicated.”

MINUTE REPEATER

This is a watch that chimes out the time (hours
and minutes) when a lever is activated. The Minute
Repeater is considered one of the most complicated
watches to manufacture.
An excellent example is the Tutima Hommage
pictured here, the first minute repeater to come out of
Glashütte, Germany in the modern age.
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NEW YORK
OBSERVER 2013

PERSONALITIES
IN TIME
Today’s Most
Interesting
Watch People
The watch world is filled with
interesting personalities, from the
watchmakers themselves to the people
with whom the companies associate
themselves.
The Collector caught up with today’s
most interesting people involved in the
industry to get their take on watches,
time, success and that thing we all
adore: time itself.
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Ronnie Wood.
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CAROLE FORESTIERKASAPI, CARTIER’S HEAD
OF WATCHMAKING

As a watchmaker, Forestier-Kasapi has a
special relationship with time, “because I give it,
I take it, I count it, I measure it, I anticipate it, but
inexorably, I sense that it escapes me, that I am lacking it and that is constantly eating away at me.
“My parents are watchmakers and, as a child, I used to
spend hours in the family workshop after school disassembling clock
mechanisms to understand how they worked. As an adolescent, when
my school friends were fans of singers and actors, I was a fan of
Abraham-Louis Breguet, Jean-Antoine Lepine and Ferdinand Berthoud.
“Being a woman in the watch industry is more difficult because we
always find ourselves working with people who make prior assumptions, and being a woman in a technical environment leads
to prior assumptions being made,” she says. “A woman
often has to prove herself before she can inspire
confidence in her work.”

CAPTAIN CHESLEY
“SULLY” SULLENBERGER
(JEANRICHARD)

Famous for level-headedness in making
an emergency water landing of US Airways
Flight 1549 in the Hudson River, “Sully” has
become an advocate for airline safety, a
successful author and TV personality. “I wish
my career could be defined as a success, but it’s
really more fundamental than that,” he says. “It’s the
way I have lived my life for the 57 years before that has
made the difference in the aggregate. I have been fortunate
enough to achieve two pinnacles in aviation – first as a fighter pilot and
then as an airline captain for 30 years. I lived my life’s dream. It was
important to me to be the most complete, skillful, knowledgeable pilot
I could be. The success, if you can call it that, was a product of constant
learning and constant striving for excellence.
“I always tried to make the next flight better than the last,” he says
simply. “My entire life was preparation for the ultimate challenge of
that day. There wasn’t time to learn what I needed to know in those
200 seconds of flight. All my years went into those split seconds which
we never trained for.”

CLIVE OWEN, ACTOR
(JAEGER LECOULTRE)

English-born Owen has been a regular on the red carpet due to
his success in film and TV. “The fact that it’s going to end one day
means life is completely governed by time,” he says. “The choice of
watch says a lot about a person. When you’re wearing a great watch,
it’s like wearing a work of art on your wrist.
“When I’m working, there is time for nothing else; it’s very consuming. I enjoy nearly everything about my job, other than getting
up early in the morning. Luck, hard work and breaks at the right time
are the secrets to my success.”
Owen’s perception of time “very much depends on what I’m doing and how much time I have,” he says. “If I had more time, I would
do more of the things I love doing. When I am not working, I spend
this valuable time with my family.”
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DAN MARINO, HALL OF
FAME QUARTERBACK AND
WATCH COLLECTOR

Marino, secure in his position as one of the
one of the best NFL Quarterbacks of all time,
credits his father for his drive and determination.
“When you look at successful people, it’s about having
a passion and a love for what you do,” he says. “You have to
want to be the best you can possibly be. That was instilled in me early
on. When I watched my father, who was a truck driver and he worked
extra jobs on weekends, it was a great lesson and example for me. You
have to have talent, but talent doesn’t always do it -- you have to have
the hard work. I love football, and after playing, it was natural for me to
do television, which allowed me to stay close to the game.”

GONG LI, ACTRESS (PIAGET)

“Dedication is the most essential factor to my
success,” the well-known Chinese actress says.
“Every time I take on a role, I pour so much of
myself into the character that I even forget
the time. Before shooting, I always visit
locations related to the film to experience
the real life of my character, in order to
accurately interpret her and literally become
her. I always aim to do my best and achieve
the best results, no matter what I do.
“A watch is not only a technical timepiece,
but also a uniquely designed art work, which
embraces both practical functions and decorative
design,” she continues. “Designers are able to apply
all kinds of art elements to the dial design, from Haute
Couture, architecture to the beauty of nature, creating a perfect
artistic masterpiece.”

HERBIE HANCOCK, MUSICIAN (VULCAIN)
Chicago-born Hancock may be 73, but he shows no sign of slowing down, continuing to tour all around the world. “On stage, it’s
difficult to be aware of the normal passing of time, like what a watch
keeps,” he says. “When I’m having a great night and
I’m in tune with the audience and the other
musicians, time passes in an instant. When
I’m suffering, 30 minutes seems like two
hours. We’ve been very lucky on tour;
we’ve played a lot of great concerts we
were all happy with.
“I am a watch guy, but not
as much as I’d like to be. I’m
the type who is interested
in knowing more about
watches. I love technical
things. As a kid, I used to
take things apart to see
how they worked, including watches. The construction of a quality watch has
always intrigued me.”
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JEAN-MARC
WIEDERRECHT, WATCH
DESIGNER (VAN CLEEF
& ARPELS, HERMÈS,
OTHERS)

Wiederrecht is a master of whimsical complications, an aspect of his personality he has been
able to showcase in his work. “I like to create new
watches. I like to imagine a new way of telling time,” he
says. “I am 61 years old, but I am still fascinated by watchmaking. It’s
always an enchantment for me. Now, I try to work with my clients to
bring them the time in different ways.
“I love the chance to see the finished product after the long, long
project. First you have only work, then you have the first sketches,
then a year later, you see something concrete. At the end, you have a
product that you can see in magazines and on people’s wrists. To go
from the start to the finish, and have a delivered product, is fantastic.”

LUDWIG OECHSLIN, CURATOR,
INTERNATIONAL WATCH
AND CLOCK MUSEUM

The watchmaker behind the masterpieces of Ulysse Nardin, Oechslin is committed to bringing watches to the common person. “Watches
are an instrument to indicate time, they are useful things. The more
accurate they are, the more efficient they are, the better they are to
me. I love calendar watches -- perpetual, annual -- and the movements
behind them. The simpler the movement, the more accurate it is and
the easier it will be to produce, and the more I love it.”
“I became interested in watches when I started my studies in 1972 in
Basel,” Oechslin recalls. “Before, I was in a house that had a big chiming
clock, so when it rang, I knew what time it was. So, when I went to live
in an apartment at University, I needed a watch. The first watch
I was interested in was a minute repeater, but I didn’t have
enough money. I was never really happy with the watch I
bought, because it wasn’t a repeater, and it was cheap.
From there, my interest grew.”

NIK WALLENDA, HIGH WIRE
ARTIST (JEANRICHARD)

Having just successfully crossed the Grand Canyon,
Wallenda is looking for his next challenge. “We have
been walking the wire for seven generations and for more
than 200 years. I started at the age of two. My great-grandfather Karl said, ‘Life is on the wire, everything else is just waiting.’ I have
a real passion for this.
“I’m not scared when I begin any wire walk, I am respectful,” he
continues. “My heart beats just like anyone else’s would. There are
nerves. I love my life, but it’s the same as getting on a rollercoaster.
I have the butterflies, certainly. If the wind is calm and the wire
is stable under my feet, they go away. If it’s unstable, they stay
there until I am done.
“When I get to the other side, I think back and it seems
like it started just seconds before. The walk over the Grand
Canyon took 22 minutes and 54 seconds to complete. Niagara Falls was 27 minutes and it felt like 30 seconds. I get into
sort of a zone and I am in my own world...I am so focused on
what I’m doing. Time seems to stop, everything goes away. I
am not worried about paying my mortgage, that’s for sure.”

RANDY JOHNSON, HALL
OF FAME PITCHER
(ULYSSE NARDIN)

Johnson, one of baseball’s most feared
pitchers, was famous for his preparation. “I really
enjoyed the time and effort that went into my
baseball career,” he says. “Just like a watchmaker puts
time and effort into his craft, I really enjoyed the process
of pitching. A day before starting, I began looking at who I
would be facing, studying videotape, making notes, then I had to go out
and execute. When I got the results that I wanted, I came to understand
that you get out of something what you put into it. There are no shortcuts to success.
“I was on top of the mountain for one year, when we won the World
Series. I feel that everything in my life has been great, professionally and
personally, and I am still reaping the benefits of my success from baseball. I have met a lot of nice people along the way, I’ve been able to do
charity work, and I’ve done USO tours to entertain the troops. I’m very
fortunate that I was able to retire at an early age and enjoy life.”

ROGER DUBUIS, MASTER WATCHMAKER

Mr. Dubuis has long been called a master watchmaker, but he
humbly feels he doesn’t deserve such a title. “I really admire Christian
Huygens and Abraham-Louis Breguet: without any technology,
both revolutionized the industry,” he explains. “They were what I call
‘Master Watchmakers.’”
For a man who started his career in timekeeping by ringing the

bell for the church clock in his tiny Swiss
village, Mr. Dubuis knows well the need for
passion and dedication in watchmaking.
“When I was young, I was friends with the
local cobbler from my village,” Mr. Dubuis
remembers. “This man, who was quite old, was
also in charge of ringing the bells every Sunday. So
when he asked me if I wanted to help him, I accepted.
That Sunday, I went to the church, climbed up the stairs
and passed by the clock mechanism: it was love at first sight. At that
exact moment, looking at this huge movement, I promised myself to
do anything to become a watchmaker.”

ROLAND MURPHY, OWNER, RGM WATCH
COMPANY

One of America’s few watch brands manufacturing watches here,
”RGM was founded by Murphy in Mount Joy, PA. “Back in the day,
Pennsylvania watch companies all did very similar work at
the high end, and the people moved around quite a
lot too,” he says. “When they settled down, like
in Lancaster, they attracted other companies.
Pockets of watchmaking developed here, in
Illinois and in New England.
“There are aesthetic differences between American and Swiss watchmaking, and different choices of systems,”
Murphy explains. “We are always looking
to American tradition – we are interested
in classic, high-grade watchmaking. We
look to the past and like to bring great
things back. We also innovate with ideas of
our own and we do the highest possible handfinishing.”

RONNIE WOOD, MUSICIAN (BREMONT)

Wood is best known for being part of the Rolling Stones. “I guess
I was in the right place at the right time,” he admits. “The ‘60s and
‘70s were an incredible period for music making, and I was lucky to
be in the middle of it - and get through it!
“I think interest in watches is just one of those things that develops in life. When you are younger you are happy with a watch that
tells the time. After you have held a beautiful mechanical watch,
you just get the bug. There is just so much more to a mechanical
watch or clock - I just love seeing them working. They are all a minor
miracle, really! I have also had a lot of mates over the years with nice
watches, and that rubs off on you.”
Wood has spent a significant portion of his life on stage, where
the perception of time really changes. “Man, the time just goes on
stage; it flies by. The time leading up to a gig feels longer. Once you
are on stage you are so into it and the atmosphere is so wonderful
that you are back off again before you know it! I love it.
“We are not here for long, are we?” he adds. “I can only thank
my lucky stars that I still am here, certainly a lot of my good
friends sadly aren’t. I have probably used a few of my ‘nine lives’
up and time is precious. If I had more time, I’d spend more time
with family, playing guitar with friends and painting. There is
so much I still want to achieve with a canvas, and I am loving
painting right now. Perhaps another clock face?!”
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BART AND TIME GRÖNEFELD,
WATCHMAKERS (THE NETHERLANDS)

The brothers Grönefeld decided to start their own brand after
working for some of the biggest brands in the industry. “The bigger
brands say ‘thank you’ and pay their bills on time, but there was no
emotion for us,” says Bart. “Today, when we deliver a watch to a client, we see the smile on their faces. It’s like a singer and the background singers, and often the background singers are better than the
frontman.
“When we were young, we had a very contentious relationship,”
admits Bart. “One time, Tim wrote all over town that ‘Bart is crazy.’
In our parent’s house, there is still a hole in a door where I kicked it
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in when I was mad at Tim. I am three years older than Tim, and in
watchmaking school we really connected. We learned how to work
together. We worked together in Audemars Piguet-Renaud & Papi.
In the evenings, it was always talking about watches. We still hang
out together -- we have the same friends, and when we get home,
we usually call or text each other a bunch of times. We have a great
relationship now.
“Every day there is something special for us to do,” Bart continues. “We have to make watches, but every day is really different and
has something for us to look forward to. We have so much to do –
Facebook, client communication, designing, finishing, assembling,
regulating. We like to surprise people with our watches.”

First
Steps
How to Start a Watch Collection

H

ave more than one watch?
Then you have the beginnings
of a watch collection. Where do
you go from here?
Watches are fascinating products to collect—miniature works
of art and micro-engineering,
powered by tiny engines that
work 24/7 without complaint. You
can admire the craftsmanship, the attention to detail, the finishing,
the precision and, unlike vintage cars or art or fine wine, part of your
collection is portable every day—you wear it on your wrist—and you
can get a great deal of enjoyment out of them.
But, if you want to start a serious watch collection, where do you
begin?
Do you buy the famous brands? Patek Philippe? Jaeger-LeCoultre?
Montblanc? Girard-Perregaux? Franck Muller?
Or should you start “smaller”?
With all the excellent brands available on the market today, it’s
very tough to decide what watch to buy to start your collection.
“Watches can be a difficult type of collection to lasso, because
unlike most collecting areas, new models are a constant, and what is
popular this year may change depending on what is launched next
year,” explains Daryn Schnipper, chairman, the international watch
division of Sotheby’s. “Your focus should be on types of watches that

interest you, fit into your budget and fit your long-term objective. For
collecting, condition is everything. You might want to buy new, or at
least the best example out there, and then be open to selling when
another comes along in better shape.”
The bigger brands tend to hold their value the best, with some
even appreciating in value, depending on their exclusivity.
“Your first watch should be a timepiece that can be worn for pretty much anything,” says Rüdiger Albers, president, Wempe New York.
“A stainless steel Rolex Submariner is an iconic timepiece with one of
the highest value retention rates that will last you a lifetime. If your
budget isn’t quite up there yet, Breitling, Tudor or TAG Heuer and
even Wempe all offer high quality alternatives.
“From here, you may want to aim for a classic strap watch and
there are plenty of choices for any budget,” Albers continues. “The
Holy Grail, of course, would be a Patek Philippe or A. Lange & Söhne,
but certainly a 1000-hour tested ultra-thin Jaeger-LeCoultre will be a
keeper and leave you with enough funds for a Panerai, a large military
style wristwatch that is a must for anyone’s collection and will gain
more comments and attention than any other model mentioned. I
personally love tourbillons, since most of them allow you a glimpse
into the mechanism from the dial side. Breguet was the inventor and
therefore deserves a very close look during your selection process.”
To give you other options, The Collector asked the presidents of
the top brands to offer their honest opinion of what watch in their
collection you should consider buying, and why.
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MICHELE SOFISTI,
CEO, SOWIND GROUP
(OWNERS OF GIRARDPERREGAUX): “The Traveller
WW.TC collection is the perfect
companion for time lived one day
at a time with a refined and modern
style, while at the same time being
both casual and elegant. Traveller—
its name says it all.”
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LARRY PETTINELLI, PRESIDENT, PATEK
PHILIPPE NA: “I would recommend the Ref. 5496. It has a

very classic Patek Philippe timeless design with a perpetual calendar
and moon phase complication.”

LARRY BOLAND, PRESIDENT, PIAGET NA:

“When you’re building a watch collection, pick a piece that is
going to stand the test of time - exceptionally crafted, timeless
classic design, iconic - the kind of watch you want to wear again
and again. For me, that would have to be the Piaget Altiplano
Date, ‘the ultimate dress watch.’ The dial is refined with just
enough accents to make it distinctive yet restrained. At 40mm, it’s
the perfect size on the wrist. And at just 6.36mm thick, it set the
record for the thinnest automatic watch with a date in the world,
and that makes it exceptional.”

JAN-PATRICK SCHMIDT, PRESIDENT,
MONTBLANC NA: “I would recommend buying in the

Nicolas Rieussec collection, which features the first Montblanc inhouse movement. Imagine, you would own a, say, Vacheron with
their first in-house movement. Priceless! History is written.”
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PATRIK HOFFMANN, PRESIDENT, ULYSSE
NARDIN: “The Freak is my choice, as it revolutionized
watchmaking history in 2000, when for the very first time an
escapement was produced in silicium, a material that is now
used widely in the watch industry. It was also the first time that a
timepiece was opened ‘from the top’ displaying time in a different
way and without using traditional hands and a winding crown.”

VARTKESS KNADJIAN, CEO OF BACKES &
STRAUSS: “There is and only ever will be one Berkeley Imperial,

having taken two-and-a-half years to collect and then match these
48 rare Natural Fancy Lime Color diamonds. Once matched and
chosen, these 48 stunning rarities were then custom cut and polished
with a further 48 equally fashioned white diamonds to fit the dial of
The Berkeley Imperial, all set by hand.”
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PHILIPPE BONAY, PRESIDENT, JAEGER
LECOULTRE NA: “More and more collectors are seeing

Jaeger-LeCoultre as a ‘must’ in their collection, an entry point with
our iconic timepieces or a finishing point with our high complications.
The watch I would suggest is our Grande Reverso Ultra Thin Duoface
Blue that we introduced this year for its elegant yet understated
design and the technical achievements it encapsulates. Its bluelacquered dial is directly inspired by the original model from the
1930s. The watch also displays time in two time zones, one on each
side of the ultra-thin swiveling case.”

NICHOLAS RUDAZ, DIRECTOR, FRANCK
MULLER: “The most sought after and collectable Franck Muller

at the moment is our Giga Tourbillon. This watch encapsulates the
unique DNA of the brand, both in terms of design and complication.
It is the world’s biggest tourbillon, with a 20mm diameter tourbillon,
which is double the size of a regular tourbillon and it requires much
more energy to make it turn. It is presented in a Cintrée Curvex shape,
unique to the brand, and this new tourbillon is yet another masterpiece
testifying the fact that we are also the master of tourbillons.”

GUSTAVO CALZADILLA, PRESIDENT,
TUTIMA USA, INC.: “Without a doubt the Hommage

Minute Repeater is our most collectible piece. This timepiece was
first presented in 2011 at the grand opening of Tutima’s new factory
in Glashütte, Germany. The Minute Repeater was the timepiece that
signaled the return of Tutima to its hometown. With an extremely limited
number of watchmakers based in the town of Glashütte, there are very
few individuals qualified to perform the various meticulous jobs required
to bring this vision to life. Once production is complete, the handfinishing and polishing of the over 550 individual components is a very
detailed and time consuming task. Lastly, to completely assemble and
acoustically tune just one timepiece takes nearly four months.”

BRUNO GRANDE, COO, JEANRICHARD:

“To me, the JeanRichard Terrascope is an essential timepiece, one
that represents our brand values. It is simple and straight to the
point, featuring a complicated case construction yet offering a great
price point — the best value for your buck.”

JEFF HESS, PRESIDENT, BALL WATCH NA:

“The Trainmaster 120 is, without a doubt, the one watch in our
collection that everyone should own. Everyone knows and loves our
big complicated Ball ‘standard bearer,’ the Engineer Hydrocarbon
Series. But a slender 18k solid gold watch with an alligator strap at
$6,499 is what every man needs for those more intimate social
or business meetings. The look is great. Solid gold is timeless.
And the price is right (and don’t forget the luminescence!).”

There you have it, the experts’ suggestions. Any of the
watches pictured here would be a great place to start.
Good luck, and enjoy the collecting journey!
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DO YOU
HAVE A
MINUTE?
Conversations with
New Yorkers about
Their Luxury Watches
BY PETER GRIESMER, CONTRIBUTOR
PHOTOS BY STEPHANIE CHEN

WHY DO PEOPLE WEAR A WATCH, AND, WHEN THEY
DO, WHAT DO THEY WEAR?
To answer these questions, The Collector recently caught up with
more than a dozen luxury-watch wearers on the Upper East Side. We
stopped individuals strolling up and down Fifth, Park and Madison
Avenues to hear what timepieces they were wearing that day, what
others they owned, and what brands they liked best.
The watches varied, just as the people did, like Richard, a 74-yearold man who wore a gold Rolex, and some of the men and women
stopped wore Cartier, Rolex and Breotling.
We gleaned that the most preferred brand among New Yorkers in
the area was Cartier, at least for women, and discovered that the most
cherished timepieces were oftentimes those exchanged between
family members. Nearly all of those interviewed insisted that they
would use their watch — rather than their cell phone — if they wanted
to check the time during the day. Several said they owned more
expensive watches than those that they were wearing because, as
Edward, 67, noted, “It’s sweaty out today.”
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JEANETTE, 54

Wearing: Tiffany and Co. “It’s been
on my wrist for 25 years. When I gave
birth to my daughter 25 years ago, that
was my husband’s gift to me.”
She uses it for both function and
aesthetics, and she likes her watch
because: “It’s got diamonds; it’s gold;
it’s Tiffany; it’s a classic...it’s elegant and
functional. It always looks nice. And it’s
not too much — I think that Rolexes
tend to look like chain-link fences...but I
still went and bought my husband one,”
she laughs.

MALE, NO AGE GIVEN

Wearing: Panerai Luminor Marina.
“It’s one of the few Panerais that’s not
automatic. If you wind it, it’ll last you
about eight days...it’s very close to the
original style. I have four of them.”
He says he is in the market for a
Panerai Radiomir.

JEN, 58

Wearing: Chanel with a white band.
“It’s a great summer watch. It’s light,
not heavy. It’s just a no-brainer. You put
it on, and you go.”
She wears it for daytime and shopping, and she also owns three Cartiers.

NORIE, 56

Wearing: Raymond Weil in gold. “It’s
simple, gold — which looks better with
my skin; I’ve had it for fifteen years,
and I love it.” On her opposite wrist
she was wearing her Nike FuelBand. “It
measures my fuel, my calorie intake, my
steps and my time.”

BOBBY, 40

Wearing: Rolex in gold with a
leather strap. “It has gone from my
grandfather to my father and now to
myself. It’s been handed down.”

THEO, 29

Wearing: Burberry. “This one was
a gift from a friend of mine.” He is
considering buying a Breguet and/or a
Breitling.

ALLISON, 42

Wearing: Marc by Marc Jacobs.
“My husband gave it to me for Christmas, and I wasn’t convinced about the
white strap at Christmastime, but now
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I love it. I wear it all the time. I’ve never
bought a watch myself. All my watches
are from all different family members,
living and dead. I mean, they were
alive when they gave them to me,” she
laughs.

MALE, 33

Wearing: Folli Follie. “It was my
fiancé’s birthday gift to me, so I wear it
often.”
He says he is in the market for a
Hublot. “It depends on how much
money I have in my pocket.”

JESSE, 28

Wearing: Tissot. “It’s simple, very
classy, and goes with everything.”
He also owns a Breitling and a diving
watch.

FEMALE, NO AGE GIVEN
Wearing: IKE. “It’s my beach watch.
I wear it all summer long. It’s fun, it’s
great and it’s waterproof.” She normally
wears a Cartier in gold, and she says
she is not in the market for any other
watches.

DEBBIE, 50+

Owns: Raymond Weil, Hermès
Go-to watch: Raymond Weil, which
she wears every day. “I grew up wearing
watches. I love the way they look, but
I will also check it out. I’ll never look at
my phone for the time — I’ll always use
my watch.”
She says she is considering buying
a Cartier.

CHRISTINA, 30

She says she is looking to buy a Cartier, “because they are timeless.”

EDWARD, 67

Owns: Vacheron Constantin, Patek
Phillipe
He prefers his Vacheron Constantin
watch. “It’s thin. It’s self-winding. It’s
very, very handsome, and I get a good
feeling when I wear it. And it’s effective.”
Have your own watch story? Please
email us at thecollector@observer.com
and tell it to us. Who knows, maybe it
will be printed in next year's Collector.

LET IT
SNOW, LET
IT SNOW,
LET IT
SNOW
Diamond Watches Put the
Icing on the Holiday
BY KEITH W. STRANDBERG, EDITOR

We’re all hoping for a White Christmas, and even if it doesn’t snow
in New York, a diamond watch is a sparkling substitute that will stay
with you year-round. Today’s beautiful jewel-encrusted timepieces are
poised to dazzle and make the gift of time that much more precious.
Some timepieces are completely set with diamonds – on the case,
the bezel, the dial and even the buckle - but even a sprinkling of
diamonds on a watch is enough to make it sparkle and shine.
Here are some of the finest bejeweled timepieces
available for this holiday season.
Piaget Couture
Precieuse
collection
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Backes & Strauss - Monarch Collection Regent Monarch Rose & White Gold
Ulysse Nardin Jade

JeanRichard Terrascope with diamonds

Franck Muller Infinity Sunrise

Montblanc Princess Grace de Monaco Limited Edition

Jaeger-LeCoultre Reverso Cordonnet Duetto

Girard-Perregaux Cat’s Eye Snow
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Patek Philippe Ladies Nautilus Ref. # 70141R

OBJECTS OF
DESIRE
Discerning Holiday Gifts
WHAT DO YOU GET THE PERSON WHO HAS EVERYTHING?
The editors of The Collector have compiled some of the most unique
and interesting products available today to help you with your holiday shopping:

1. TOOLS FOR THE OFFICE
The new Cyber Tool 34 ($126.00) is a great accessory for the techie in all of us – a Swiss Army
Knife with additional tools for computers and electronic gadgets. With the Architecture 3.0 Big Ben
15 Backpack ($375.00), you can haul everything you need on a trip. www.swissarmy.com
2. GET YOUR MOTOR RUNNING
Need a motorcycle to go with that vintage-inspired leather jacket? American legend Indian
has just been relaunched by motorsports giant Polaris. You can buy this competition-themed
jacket for $499.00, but the impressive new Indian Chieftain (above) will run you $22,999.00.
www.indianmotorcycle.com

1

2
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3. SILVER TIPPED
For a more particular style, consider the Vogt Silversmiths handtooled, engraved silver-enhanced bespoke briefcase ($1,299.00). The
Chet Vogt Mother Lode hand-engraved belt costs $6,900.00. www.
vogtsilversmiths.com
4. COOL DRINK OF WATER
SIGG is a classic Swiss company (founded in 1908), and these reusable aluminum drink bottles completely resolve the plastics/chemicals
issue and are 100% recyclable. The new cool Elements colors (water,
earth, metal, fire and wood) are only available in US stores or online
and retail for $29.99. www.sigg.com

11. WRITING HISTORY
In today’s world of smart phones and tablet computers, sending a handwritten note is a fantastic way
to stand out. Writing with the Montblanc Heritage
333 pen allows you to revel in the experience,
as the design harks back to over 100 years of
pen-making history.
$13,200.00, www.montblanc.com
7
3

5. A TRAVELER’S DREAM
When traveling, it’s a challenge to carry your timepieces and jewelry in one safe place. The Döttling Guardian makes this possible, all
in a very stylish, secure and convenient package. Your watches, jewelry and important papers slip into the luxurious quilted Alcantara roll,
which then goes into the customizable leather- or fabric-covered (and
nearly impregnable) steel and polycarbonate protective case, which
can only be opened with a unique three-digit code. The Döttling
Guardian is equipped with GPS to locate it, just in case.
Starting from $16,870, www.doettling.com

4

6. IN HARMONY WITH YOUR WATCH
These Tourbillon cufflinks and pen from T.F. Est. 1968 echo your fine
watch, with fine watchmaking parts underneath the sapphire crystals.
Cufflinks, $490.00; Pen, $980.00 www.tfest1968.ch
7. PAST TO PRESENT
Atelier Minyon’s newest creations are based on ancient Astrolabs.
Take the pictured here: the Spherical Astrolabe Pendant on Signature
Chain is made with 18k yellow gold and oxidized silver with diamonds
on a 14k yellow and oxidized silver signature chain. $30,390 (includes
chain), www.atelierminyon.com

8

5

8. THE DRESS GLOVES FOR WATCH LOVERS
Wearing long leather gloves is stunningly elegant, though they
cover up your watch. Not with Perrin Paris’ Quelle Heure Est-il (French
for “What time is it?”) gloves, which showcase your fine timepiece
when you are out in town. $565.00. www.perrinparis.com

9

9. CUT AND COVER
A high-tech yet functional design ethos from Columbia River Knife
and Tool, a boutique manufacturer from Oregon, makes their products
perfect gifts, especially now since the company has come up with really
cool stainless steel iPhone ($59.99) and iPad ($89.99) cases, and their
knives are state of the art, including the Eros (designed by Ken Onion,
$225.00) pictured here. www.crkt.com
10. ALL THAT GLITTERS
We might be months away from sunglass weather, but it’s never too
early to start planning for the return of the sun. These 18k gold plated
glasses from TD Tom Davies feature 24k gold coated lenses and
gold leaf floating in pure cotton acetate. They really set the tone for
golden days, and all frames can be made to measure for a bespoke
experience. $1,050.00. www.tdtomdavies.com
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THE GIFT
OF TIME
Buying the Perfect
Timepiece
BY KEITH W. STRANDBERG, WATCH EDITOR

W

E ALL LOVE THE HOLIDAY SEASON, but each
year we are all faced with that age-old dilemma – what to
buy for that person who is so hard to buy for?
One answer is a fine timepiece.
A watch is undoubtedly a very personal gift, but if you get it just
right, a watch can be the most meaningful gift of all. If your loved ones
love the watch, they’ll not only wear it often--maybe even every day-but when they do wear it and check it for the time, they’ll inevitably
remember who gave it to them.
“A watch makes a perfect gift because it is personal, it is used daily,
and it lasts a lifetime,” says Leon Adams, president, Cellini Jewelers. “A
watch expresses a person’s unique individuality, as it lets them stand
alone. They are fashion statements, and they are also great keepsakes
for future generations.”
Last holiday season, I mentioned to my wife how much I loved the
new Tudor Black Bay (the one with the red bezel). The watch was
in such demand, I didn’t think there’d be any way that would be my
Christmas gift; instead, it would be something I just dreamed of and
admired from afar. My wife, however, is very resourceful, and through
her connections, she was able to track one down. And there it was
on Christmas morning, waiting for me under the tree; I felt as excited
as one of the kids! Today, that watch is one of my favorites, and when I wear it, I think about all she went
through to get it for me, and it makes me smile.
And whether you’re buying a timepiece as the perfect gift for someone or as a treasure for yourself, you
need to make sure the watch is the right fit.
“A watch will always bring back special memories and can accompany the recipient for decades to
come,” says Rüdiger Albers, president, Wempe New
York. “In addition, from a practical point of view, oftentimes we celebrate holidays together with our loved
ones but not necessarily in our own home. A watch
can easily be carried without the significant other being aware, hence saving the element of surprise for when gifts are
actually exchanged. Larger gifts like handbags or a sports car pose
different challenges. And remember, gifts for the house don’t count,
at least not for my wife.”

Cellini Jewelers and Leon Adams, president

CHOOSING THE RIGHT TIMEPIECE
If you’re lucky, your loved ones will talk about the
watches they want in plenty of time to get to your local authorized retailer, just like I did. In fact, one way to
gauge their interest might be to put this magazine in
front of them now and see what they react to!
Regardless of your strategies, in order to find the right timepiece,
you need to work with a trustworthy retailer. The relationship is an
important one, so ask around to your friends and family and see who
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Wempe storefront and Rüdiger Albers, president of Wempe New York

they would recommend. Then, go visit the store and see if you like the
people, the environment and the selection.
You need to touch and feel the watch, try it on your wrist and see
how it looks, while at the same time finding out as much about that
particular watch and other fine timepieces as you can. Only an expert
retailer can do this for you. You’re buying this for someone special, so
you should see the piece in person to make sure it’s the right fit for
him or her.
In addition, with an authorized retailer, you know you are getting
the real deal -- a brand new watch that will be warrantied and serviced
by the brand. On the Internet and in stores that are not authorized retailers, it can get a little dicey; there have been horror stories of people
buying watches that they thought were new and they were actually
secondhand, counterfeit or even stolen!
Buying a fine timepiece is an experience to enjoy, and it shouldn’t
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be rushed. So, take
your time, look closely at the watches presented, try them on,
compare them to the others, and then make your decision. Your loved
ones will know just how much effort you put into the buying experience. A great retailer can really make buying your timepiece fun.
“You want to buy that special watch where you have the freedom
to return the watch and exchange it for a different one in case you
didn’t hit the mark the first time,” reminds Wempe’s Albers. “If the
store has a limited selection, be sure to establish (in writing) that you
can receive a full refund before making the purchase.”
A watch, no matter the style, the brand or the cost, can be the
perfect holiday present. You just have to take care to choose the right
one, which is why it’s a meaningful, and thoughtful, gift.

